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Open legislative debate is a cornerstone of contemporary democracy. At the local level, city and county council
meetings are where lawmakers and the general public engage most directly in legislative debate. Digital
archives of these events enable access and transparency - they allow journalists and community members to
meaningfully understand discussion around various policy issues over time. However, these digital archives
scale exponentially - making it infeasible, for example, to review tens to hundreds of hours of footage to
understand the context of one particular issue. To help overcome issues of scale, including the search and
discovery of topics in council meetings, the Council Data Project (CDP) stores videos and generates transcripts
to enable keyword-based search against the timestamped transcripts of meeting discussion. Searching by
keyword, however, has limited power when users wish to refine searches by a conceptual and semantic
meaning. We present Semantic Navigator, an interactive Active Learning approach in which users can better
refine their search query to complex topics. Semantic Navigator is implemented as a web application to
support an iterative refinement process in which the search model surfaces potentially relevant parts of
meetings, and the user marks each text as relevant or irrelevant to further direct the search model. To test
the utility of this search refinement process, we conduct a prototype evaluation with five participants. While
preliminary, we find that participants considered the semantic searching and refinement process highly useful,
and have provided multiple suggestions of interface improvement to reduce the learning curve of successfully
interacting with our system.
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Fig. 1. Our approach applies Active Learning to sort through data from the Council Data Project [2], the site
of which is shown above. This data includes chunks of text from Seattle city council meeting transcripts, as
well as a link to the Council Data Project site to explore further. As there are thousands of hours of content in
the archive, our search method helps people better surface sections of the transcripts relevant to their search
query.

1 INTRODUCTION
Council Data Project (CDP) is an organization which produces software to gather, process, archive,
and republish municipal legislative meeting information. In total, CDP has archived more than 5,000
municipal legislative meetings (city councils, county councils, state legislatures, etc.). Typically,
these archives are used by journalists, researchers, and members of the public to search for specific
meetings which are relevant to a specific legislative policy or discussion item. Recently however,
journalists and members of the public have asked for a method for viewing the “narrative arc” of a
policy issue across time within a municipal council – the ability to search across meetings. Finding,
tracking, and researching these narrative arcs is currently quite a time consuming and difficult
process. Furthermore, defining the policy issue with a user’s intended definition and specificity can
be difficult through keyword search alone.

The problem may be best described through an example: after the murder of George Floyd, many
city councils across the United States pledged to activists and protesters that they would defund
their police departments. In many cases these were empty promises with little to no action ever
being taken. In a few cases, city councils across the United States took minor actions towards
defunding police departments by moving their budgets to other departments and services [8].
While CDP provides the data and tools needed to begin to construct and understand these policy
pushes, they currently do not have a tool to enable search across events focusing on a single topic.
Members of the public already have a difficult time following the news and actions of city councils,
and tracking their actions over extended periods of time is even more difficult.
Understanding the beginning, middle, and end, of a push for reform or policy in this narrative

arc form, may help residents understand and become more engaged in the process of municipal
legislation. In order to gain this narrative arc, residents must be able to filter and search many
hundreds of hours of meeting transcripts for a specific, and potentially novel, definition of that
reform or policy.
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Fig. 2. Our tool for searching for complex concepts involves three steps. Step 1: Users enter a search query
using natural language. A demo video is available if needed. Step 2: Users refine their search through multiple
iterations in which they label text as relevant or irrelevant, then press “Train.” When they are happy with the
search results, they click “View Results.” Step 3: Users can interact with and view the results of their search
query, as well as the probability that the model would classify the chunk as "relevant" to their search.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Active Learning and Annotation
There is a small but growing area of research for quick, iterative, fine-tuning of Machine Learning
(ML) models through user data annotation [4, 9, 14]. Active learning approaches use iterative
labeling to train a model from scratch by selecting the most important data points to label [15].
While such systems are typically used to assist in annotating and training a gold-standard model,
we instead use an active learning approach in a search capacity to allow users to make many models
for their own individual search objectives.

Most relevant to our work is Lee’s "Newspaper Navigator" which takes advantage of a digitized
dataset to allow researchers to conduct a more meaningful search through historical newspaper
images [10]. Lee created an AI navigator that returns images from within historical newspapers
for a given search query and allows the user to annotate results. The user interacts with these
results by up-voting some as relevant and down-voting others as irrelevant. After building a small
collection, the user can then train their AI navigator to search for other examples. The user’s choice
affects which AI-selected results should be used as positive and negative examples in the next
round of the training process. We apply this iterative search and refinement process to long-form
text rather than visual data.

2.2 Computational Tools for Journalists
Algorithms assisting journalists in monitoring, tracking, and even partially generating stories has
become a major part for newsrooms large and small [5, 6]. Diakopoulos et al. built a prototype "news
discovery tool" called Algorithm Tips, which was designed to help journalists find newsworthy
leads about algorithmic decision-making systems used by various levels of the US government [5].
These types of "news detection software" are common. The Big Local News project from Stanford
University has been building the Agenda Watch platform to assist city hall and local government
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reporters stay up-to-date as legislative documents and meeting agendas are released. AgendaWatch
collects and indexes hundreds of thousands of government documents to then notify journalists of
events, budget items, and legislative actions that may be considered newsworthy.
Automatic tracking and notification of newsworthy events aren’t the only approach that tech-

nologists have brought to journalists. Franks et al., explored the INJECT system which aimed to
"support the creative capabilities of time and resource poor journalists" by helping them find new
angles on stories [6]. Their work utilized a combination of natural language processing approaches
to extract topical information and named entities from articles to perform automatic data linkage
between entities found across multiple articles. In doing so, their system aims to provide a possible
overview of different aspects and narrative angles prescribed to previously written about figures.
While automatic tracking and notifications are built for "beat reporters", there is additional

technology designed to assist investigative reporters. Brehmer et al. introduced "Overview," a
system for visual document mining [1]. It included visualization methods for analyzing large
document collections using document clustering and tagging. They similarly approached large
document exploration through these means because of the understanding that standard keyword-
based text search is useful, but there are plenty of situations in investigative journalism where it
may not be possible to formulate a keyword based query. Their work on "Overview" was continued
by Stray in 2016 with an extensive ethnography of journalists using their system in practice [16].
They recorded a series of case studies which ultimately led them to six practices for natural
language processing researchers to follow in creating software to assist journalists: robust import of
documents, robust analysis methods, search (not exploration), quantitative summaries, interactive
methods, and clarity and accuracy in results.
Our work is most similar to the tools built for investigative journalism which enable search

and discovery of information through a large number of documents. Prior work typically has
utilized keyword based search for finding documents, and while Brehmer et al. explored methods
closer to semantic search, they approached the problem through visualization. Visualization can
be incredibly useful, however, visualization of semantic embeddings typically involves reducing
the dimensions of the embeddings which ultimately may reduce the users ability to differentiate
documents effectively. Our active learning approach additionally follows the guidance from Stray’s
follow up study in which they stated that interactive methods are incredibly useful for allowing
the user to guide the session themselves.

2.3 Archival Search and Discovery
Similar to Brehmer et al. work on "Overview" as an analysis and visualization system for assisting
investigative journalists search through large document collections, ClioQuery from Handler et al.,
was similar but tailored more towards archival use cases [7]. ClioQuery incorporated both keyword-
based search and additional analysis-during search techniques, such as auto-summarization of
documents and analyzing and visualizing word clusters. Further, as many archival datasets are from
historical archives, ClioQuery had a built-in a timeline plot for visualizing Ngram usage over time
using the documents dates similar to that of Google’s Ngram Viewer [11]. Demonstrated through
the results of their user study, their work was an improvement in archival search against a baseline
keyword-based search alone. Further, they provide guidance to future work by highlighting that
what was particularly successful was that their work enabled interactive corpus investigation
organized around the analysis of query mentions in context.
Lee et al. must be discussed as well; Newspaper Navigator builds off of these interactive best

practices and discussions of the drawbacks of keyword only search methods by demonstrating
how active learning can be used for iterative refinement of a query [10]. Newspaper Navigator
demonstrated our active learning approach for large image collections and we are studying if such
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successes hold for text corpora. Specifically we question if users will spend more time annotating
each item in the dataset and potentially feel that the active learning process is too time consuming
to be considered useful.

3 METHODS
3.1 Data Collection and Structure
For testing our application and use case, we utilize the data from Brown and Weber’s Councils
in Action dataset [3]. Specifically, we process their transcripts of Seattle City Council meetings
for one-hundred randomly sampled meetings between 2020 and 2023 collected and generated by
Council Data Project [2]. As shown in Figure 1, these meetings are typically long, with meetings
commonly over two hours in duration. To enable search for fine-grained queries, we process each
transcript into multiple chunks of text, with each portion being cut off at the nearest sentence
past the 1,024 character threshold. We then store the CDP provided metadata from which each
text portion was created and additionally generate a unique identifier for the text portion itself
for storage. Finally, we generate a semantic embedding for each chunk of text using the sentence
transformers library and the "all-MiniLM-L12-v2" model which produces a 384 dimension semantic
embedding [12, 13, 17]. Once we have created the semantic embedding for each text portion, we
store the text to a unique file on Google Cloud Storage. The completed dataset then contains, the
metadata for the portion of text, including the unique identifier we created, the semantic embedding,
and the path for remotely reading the text file from cloud storage.
By pre-computing the semantic embeddings for each example and storing each text portion to

it’s own file, we are able to create a dataset which can be kept in memory on the server while
containing all of the metadata and embedding data needed for querying and training, while leaving
the full text of each snippet to be loaded as needed.
Once all processing is complete, our small test dataset contained 8,282 unique portions of text

from the randomly sampled one-hundred Seattle City Council meetings from between 2020 and
2023.

We provide a few examples of the produced text portions below:

Councilmember Kshama Sawant speaking during a March 15, 2021 Full Council Meeting:
Timestamped Link

And we’ve had a lot of discussion. And we’ve had a lot of evidence about how. In
cities that have right to counsel, especially in cities that have strong right to counsel.
It has actually had a positive impact, not only on how it prevents eviction. But also
on how addiction filings themselves have gone down. Because landlords now know
that they face not just a vulnerable tenant. But also a vulnerable tenant. And so they
are able to connect the tenant to. Other sources of help like renter assistance. But
as we know, renter assistance, rental assistance is not. Cannot work by itself. It’s a
rental assistance and eviction defense are compliments to each other. Preventing
the eviction in court legally is a necessary component of the eviction defense. And
it’s not just, we know it’s women and especially specifically black women who are
deeply affected by evictions. And we see from New York city, for example, that 86%
of tenants who are represented by council. Are remaining in their home. This is just
staggering evidence of what. Good.

Public Commenters speaking during anOctober 30, 2020 Select Budget CommitteeMeeting:
Timestamped Link
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There’s a lot of crossing points. A number of them are not great. You have a good
experience down in the South and really solid experience up North. 408Th and
my 50th aren’t great experiences. Light rail going in, it will be the most central
connection in the U-District. Both of those are not great. We need a connection
to come light rail. Thank you very much. Next person is Valerie. Good morning.
Good morning. This is Valerie from district 2. agenda item 28 is $65,000 to the OIG
for a sentinel review of police interaction during the customer’s George Floyd is
demonstrations. I listened to a virtual community listening form hosted by the
Oig in off. It was a dramatic example of everything that’s wrong with the police
accountability system in Seattle. The event was not publicized. A few protesters called
in to provide evidence of violent and Traumatizing police behavior at demonstrations
over the summer. The event continued and appeared to be a set up. Once again
our accountability system provided illusion of an official response with no real
consequences for abusive policing.

3.2 InteractiveQuerying Method
The interactive learning process is shown in Figure 3. A user can train their own Semantic Navigator
for each topic they search for. The process begins when the user submits their search query. Using
the same embedding model which created semantic embeddings for the dataset ("all-MiniLM-L12-
v2"), we get an embedding the user’s query. The query embedding is compared to the transcript
portions embeddings using cosine similarity and the twenty most similar chunks are returned and
displayed on the annotation page as a form.

The user annotates each portion as "Relevant" or "Irrelevant" using on screen buttons. When the
user is done annotating and wants to re-train the model, the dataset is updated to reflect the user’s
choices. First, the form data is sorted into two lists containing positive (relevant) and negative
(irrelevant) examples. To improve the robustness of the model, we utilize negative sampling and
label four hundred additional randomly sampled embeddings as negative examples. If the user does
not pick any irrelevant examples, then these random embeddings are used solely as the negative
examples, otherwise they are concatenated with the user-selected negative examples. The positive
and negative examples, and the matching embeddings, are then used to train a logistic regression
classification model. After removing the previously annotated examples from the CDP dataset, the
classifier is used calculate the probabilities of the remaining transcript portions being classified as
"relevant." The twenty transcript portions with the highest probability are returned and displayed
for the user to annotate for the next iteration in the active learning cycle.

This iterative training and annotation process can continue as long as the user wants. The user
can at any time, choose instead to view their results. In doing so, the model is retrained a final time
according to the process described above. The top fifty results with the highest probability of being
classified as "relevant" are returned and displayed on the results page.

4 PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
We conducted a prototype evaluation to assess the effectiveness of the Semantic Navigator in
assisting users and obtained their feedback. We selected five participants, all of whom possess
extensive knowledge of city council meetings and are our target users. In order to carry out the
usability testing, we initially introduced the project to them and encouraged them to provide
feedback and comments while thinking aloud. Subsequently, we posed several initial questions,
including their current role and the frequency with which they engage with city council meetings
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Fig. 3. This flowchart demonstrates the steps taken in the interactive training process. Note that the middle
section can be repeated as often as the user deems necessary and that their final results will incorporate their
previously annotated examples as well as the next most likely examples.

and government documents, in order to evaluate their existing knowledge of City Council meetings.
The specifics of their roles and exposure to City Council meetings are presented in Table 1.

Description Exposure to City Council Meetings
City Hall Reporter High, review multiple meetings per week
PM for News Tech High, prev. reporting job and now tool dev.
Labor Researcher Low, only follows specific policies
Community Member Medium, reviews a few meetings per week
Civic Tech Dev Low, engages rarely to catch up on events

Table 1. User descriptions and exposure to City Council meetings

Afterwards, we provided all participants with a specific task to evaluate the usability and
functionality of the Semantic Navigator application. We instructed them to envision themselves as
individuals preparing to write a report, or more generally research, Seattle police reform process.
We instructed them to find portions of transcripts regarding "defunding the police." With this
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standardized scenario, we requested participants to demonstrate where and how they would initiate
their search, and we carefully observed their search behaviors.
Upon completion of their search and training with the models, we invited users to assess the

final results they obtained and gauge the usefulness of the Semantic Navigator. This was done
through a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5, with 1 representing "not useful", and 5 representing
"incredibly useful". Additionally, we monitored the users’ time spent during the search process and
asked for their perception on whether the process was longer or shorter in duration than expected.
Furthermore, we encouraged users to share any suggestions they had, such as desired additional
functions, and provide feedback on the overall process.

5 USER STUDY RESULTS
Through the prototype evaluation, we gained five main insights. First, most users were initially
unfamiliar with the process of training a search and recommendation model themselves. Some
participants overlooked the instructions on the page and became confused about the meaning of
"relevant" and "irrelevant." Initially using the annotation buttons to inform the model that the result
was "generally relevant" for the overall query rather than using those buttons to narrow and guide
the model towards something more specific. However, once they understood how the application
could be used, they found it to be highly beneficial for their search and result refinement.
Second, two out of the five users expressed uncertainty about the number of examples they

needed to annotate before training or viewing the results. This feedback is valuable, and we are
considering implementing a feature that provides users with information about the model’s current
performance within the web application.
Third, two out of the five users suggested adding a function to sort and filters results by date

and highlight or bold their initial search query in the transcript portion itself. We also recognized
the merit in this suggestion and have plans to incorporate it in future versions.

Fourth, all users spent approximately ten minutes on the search and model training. Four out of
the five users reported that their time spent searching met their expectations or was even shorter
than expected, while one user felt it was slightly longer due to not reading the instructions and
struggling with understanding how to use the application effectively. These findings provide strong
reassurance that the user journey is time-efficient, and the model is genuinely effective for users.
Lastly, when we asked the users to rate the the Semantic Navigator application on a 1-5 Likert

scale for the usefulness of the application in searching across time and meetings, the average rating
was 4.2. We feel that this shows the Semantic Navigator is helpful for the users.

6 DISCUSSION
In its current state, Semantic Navigator functions as a proof-of-concept for a human-in-the-loop,
active learning approach to help researchers and reporters search through thousands of city council
meetings. The results from our prototype evaluation tell us that this type of search utilizing
human-machine-learning collaboration is relatively unfamiliar to our target users and represents
an untapped space for possible productivity tools.

Due to this unfamiliarity with the human-in-the-loop training process, it was unclear to several
of our test users how many relevant/irrelevant examples would be needed to successfully train
the underlying model. This prompted a suggestion to include features that would allow a user
to visualize how their Semantic Navigator is improving as they annotate. This will help users
conduct a more efficient search, but will also give them more experience and understanding of
using machine learning algorithms by grounding it in a real-life context. The user feedback on the
speed of searching and training confirms that a meaningful semantic search can be conducted using
transcript text portions and their matching embeddings. While Semantic Navigator is lacking in
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some useful features for more thorough searching and narrative arc construction, this first iteration
accomplishes the main task of creating a successful training algorithm and presenting the results
in a user-friendly way.

Overall, the feedback and suggestions from our test users is encouraging and will motivate the
future versions of Semantic Navigator.

7 LIMITATIONS
Wewant to emphasize again that much of this work is a prototype. With only five users in our study
to evaluate our application, all of whom were generally positive about the Semantic Navigator
application, we feel that there is serious promise in our approach, but more research is needed to
have a greater understanding of the potential pros and cons of this type of query pattern.

Further, many of our user study participants are potentially biased as all of the participants of our
study have previously discussed artificial intelligence and machine learning for local journalism.
Future studies should resolve this problem by recruiting a larger, unacquainted, participant

group to test not only the application but how the application supports various types of users, from
journalists to activists to researchers and more.

8 FUTUREWORK
There are many routes to continue on with this work. First, recalling from the literature how tools
for journalists tend to support either beat-reporters or investigative journalists, we believe that
there is a large middle ground to explore. While our initial implementation and feature set tended
more towards the investigative reporter and archival use case, including a notifications feature
that enables users to be alerted when newly available items are above a threshold for classification
probability could be very useful for beat-reporters who have previously trained a model for their
specific beat.

Continuing to build in the direction of tooling for investigative reporters and archival use cases,
we can additionally add some of the "analysis and visualization in-context" content that many
search tools have incorporated previously. For example, including a basic timeline visualizations or
adding additional dimensions to such a timeline which include processed summaries of the selected
content, sentiment analysis, and outlier detection, over time.

9 CONCLUSION
To the growing area of iterative, user-refined machine learning models, we contribute Semantic
Navigator, a tool for creating refined and personalized searches through city council meeting data.
Underlying our custom interface is an active learning algorithm that is updated through multiple
rounds of user annotations. To test the utility of our approach, we have conducted a prototype
evaluation with five users. We find that this search approach, though initially unintuitive, can
help users across a variety of disciplines better understand their government’s discussions around
particular issues of interest. To make content from the council meetings even more digestible,
we hope to apply this method in future work to automatically create timelines of the discussions
surfaced by the search model.
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